Assessment of hypoxia and radiation response in intramuscular experimental tumors by dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging.
Studies of intradermal melanoma xenografts have suggested that dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI) may be a useful method for assessing the extent of hypoxia in tumors. Because the microvascular network of tumors is influenced significantly by the site of growth, we challenged this possibility in the present work by studying relationships between DCE-MRI-derived parameters and hypoxia in intramuscular melanoma xenografts. Intramuscular R-18, U-25, and V-27 tumors were subjected to DCE-MRI and measurement of the fraction of radiobiologically hypoxic cells (HF(Rad)). Parametric images of K(trans) and v(e) were produced by pharmacokinetic analysis, and K(trans) and v(e) were related to HF(Rad) in individual tumors. K(trans) decreased with increasing HF(Rad). The correlations between K(trans) and HF(Rad) were similar for the three tumor lines and were highly significant (P<0.00001). There was no correlation between v(e) and HF(Rad). However, v(e) decreased significantly with increasing cell survival after single dose irradiation. Intramuscular melanoma xenografts show similar inverse correlations between K(trans) and HF(Rad) as intradermal tumors, which support the current clinical attempts to establish DCE-MRI as a method for detecting hypoxia and defining therapeutic targets in tumors.